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1.  SATANISM IN MILITARY AND FOX NEWS   

Mar 28, 2005 ... Additionally, the military has a use for Satanists. The U.S. military often resorts 
to killing innocent women and children to meet a desired ... 
mkane.gnn.tv/.../SATANISM_IN_MILITARY_AND_FOX_NEWS - Cached - Similar

2.  Satanic subversion of the U.S. Military   

He was in the military. He had top Pentagon clearances. He was a pedophile. He was a Satanist. 
He's founded the Temple of Set. And he was a close friend of ... 
www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/.../satanic_subversion.htm - Cached - Similar

3.  A Brief History of the Church of Satan 4. Diabolical Endeavors   

Because of the sharp increase of declared Satanists in the military, Satanism was soon 
outlined as a recognized religion in the Chaplain's Handbook for the ... 
www.churchofsatan.com/Pages/CShistory4DE.html - Cached - Similar

4.  Army Pamphlet 165-13   

ANY OTHER PRACTICES OR TEACHINGS WHICH MAY CONFLICT WITH MILITARY 
DIRECTIVES OR PRACTICES: None. BASIC TEACHINGS OR BELIEFS: The Church of Satan 
worships ... 
www.churchofsatan.com/Pages/ChaplainsHandbook.html - Cached - Similar

5.  Illuminati News: Satanic Connections to the U.S. Military   

Sep 16, 2005 ... Satanic Connections to the U.S. Military by PH, Sep 16, 2005 ... Michael Aquino, 
who was a practicing satanist and leader of an offshoot of ... 
www.illuminati-news.com/satanic-connection.htm - Similar

6.  AMERICAN HOLOCAUST and The Coming NEW WORLD ORDER: Exposing ...   
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Feb 16, 2009 ... Exposing Satanism in US MILITARY-USAF's "ORION GROUP". "THE ORION 
GROUP" - Exposing SATANISM in the USAF and NWO AGENDA - ... 
americanholocaustcoming.blogspot.com/.../exposing-satanism-in-us-military-usafs.html 
- Cached - Similar

7.  CNN.com - Royal Navy to allow devil worship - Oct 24, 2004   

Oct 24, 2004 ... He says he wants Satanists to be able to join the military without "fear of 
marginalisation and the necessity to put up with Christian dogma ... 
www.cnn.com/2004/WORLD/europe/10/24/uk.../index.html - Cached - Similar

8.  USA Military Intelligence Lead By High Level Temple of Set ...   

You can't really make anything up about the United States Military as the Corruption, Satanism, 
Homosexuality and Greed and Hate is so ingrained at the Top. ... 
zionistgoldreport.wordpress.com/.../usa-military-intelligence-lead-by-high-level-temple-of-set-
satanists/ - Cached - Similar

9.  [PDF] Satanic subversion of the U.S. Military   

File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - View 
Aquino, Satan and the U.S. military. Throughout much of the 1980s, Aquino was at the center ... 
Satanic subversion of the U.S. Military by Jeffrey Steinberg ... 
oneheartbooks.com/resources/white.../satanic_subversion_military.pdf - Similar

10.  Aquino, Satan and the U.S. military   

Both the Church of Satan and the Temple of Set were listed among the "other" religions to be 
tolerated inside the U.S. military. A section of the handbook ... 
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vatican/esp_vatican16a.htm - Cached - Similar
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